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PREP SHEET #1: WATER STORAGE AND PURIFICATION

The human body can normally go for three weeks without food, but only three days without water. Water is among the most crucial elements for any preparation for emergencies and survival.

GENERAL RULE
The general rule of thumb is that you’ll need one gallon of water per person per day. Half a gallon is used for drinking and the other half can be used for hygiene. For a family of four – that would mean 56 gallons of water for two weeks storage.

STORAGE
Plastic containers that are approved for water storage can be used. Storage should be sealed to avoid contamination and bacteria.

Store-Bought Bottled Water can certainly be used – Will be a bit more expensive, but it works – Containers for these can be used.

Water Barrels – Barrels for water storage are available—often 55 gallons. Even some well-known retailers like Walmart may have it online.

Heavy Duty Plastic Bags – like WaterBob can hold up to 100 gallons of water, resting in your bathtub.

Rain Barrels – Placed outside to collect rain is always an option.
Experts recommend that you avoid using a regular old garden hose when filling up your water barrels and instead use a specialty drinking water hose. – Store in a cool dark place.

WATER PURIFICATION & FILTRATION

Water Filter Systems can help—but you have to check to make sure you know exactly what its capabilities are, what it’s filtering, etc.

Water Purification Tablets/Drops - There are tablets and drops available that can purify specific amounts of water – iodine, sodium chloride tablets, drops, etc.—available online—or at camping stores.

Water Filter Straws & Bottles – There are products available that consist of a straw system with filters, or filter straws in bottles—example: LifeStraw. Some of these are made to purify water even taken from lakes, streams, etc. Check what each one is for.

Boiling or Evaporation - If one has a working stove or heat source, boiling water is considered the safest method of purifying water. What you do is bring water to a rolling boil for three to five minutes. The water may not taste that great but it will
be safe to drink. Another method is to evaporate water and then condense it –
This takes time, but if done right produces pure water.

**Clorox** - Clorox can be used to purify water – Needs to be unscented – And should be less than a year old - According to the Clorox website: When boiling off water for one minute is not possible in an emergency situation, you can disinfect your drinking water with Clorox® Regular-Bleach as follows:

1. Remove suspended particles by filtering or letting particles settle to the bottom.
2. Pour off clear water into a clean container.
3. Add 8 drops of Clorox® Regular-Bleach (not scented or Clorox® Plus® bleaches) to one gallon of water (2 drops to 1 quart). For cloudy water, use 16 drops per gallon of water (4 drops to 1 quart).

*NOTE & DISCLAIMER*—This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritative, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined—and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved.
1) The first key is to think what you would need for an extended period of time to get by, and act—prepare—accordingly.
2) What would you need for every eventuality, any cessation of supplies, services, systems?
3) Think even outside the above box—things you might take for granted, things you might not think of, greater emergencies. What might you need to have?
4) What basic or multipurpose items might be good to have:
The following are some key NON-Food items considered key in preparation for Emergency and Disaster Preparedness. Most are easy to obtain:

1. Aspirin & Fever Reducers
2. Baking Soda
3. Bleach
4. Borax
5. Buckets
6. Bug Spray
7. Can Openers, Lid Openers
8. Charcoal, Matches, Lighter Fluid
9. Duct Tape
10. Super Glue
11. Detergent, Dish Washing Soaps
12. Garbage Bags
13. Paper Towels
14. Toilet Paper
15. Paper Plates, Cups, Utensils, or Plastic
16. Soap
17. Shampoo, Mouthwash, Deodorant
18. Medicine Cabinet Items (Cold Medicines, Etc.)
19. First Aid Kit
20. Hand Sanitizers, Alcohol Wipes
21. Toothbrushes, Toothpaste
22. Vaseline
23. Sewing Materials
24. Medication, Prescriptions, Anything needed for medical
25. Lysol, disinfectant
26. Lotions, Creams
27. Vitamins
28. Baby Diapers, supplies for Baby
29. Jumper Cables
30. Portable car battery charger
31. Air Pump
32. Motor Oil & Car Supplies that may be needed
33. Writing Materials
34. Freezer Bags
35. Shortwave radio
36. Wind up Clock
37. Basic Hand Tools
38. Plastic Wraps
39. Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil
40. Extra Batteries
41. Light bulbs (LED & Low Energy)
42. Flashlights

* NOTE & DISCLAIMER– This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritative, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined—and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved.
PREP SHEET #3: KEY FOOD ITEMS

Food is, of course, essential for survival. Food considerations for emergency and survival involves different considerations.

**Calories** - The idea is not to lose weight or go on a diet, but can be the very opposite. The idea is to have enough calories—along with other nutritional needs.

**Variety & Nutrition** - It is still important to seek to have a variety of foods, proteins, carbohydrates, plant foods, fat, etc.—and Vitamins to help provide what’s missing.

**Storage & Shelf Life** - An added key is that food used in storage must last for a good period of time. Some key food types that fulfill this requirement are:

**Dry or Dried Foods:** Example: various powdered food, grains, crackers, etc.
**Canned Foods:** Example: canned vegetables, canned fruits, canned meats
**Dried Foods Specifically Prepared for Survival** are produced by many companies - Example: Survival packaged foods (can be found on the Internet)
**Foods which by nature or other preparation are long lasting** - Example: honey, preserves, etc.

**Below are some key foods to be considered in preparation:**
**Dehydrated Powdered Milk** - To provide protein and other nutrients
**Dehydrated Eggs** - For protein and other nutrients
**Dehydrated Whey** - Protein
**Powdered Soups** - Need heated water
**Coffee, Tea** - (for those who regularly drink these) Need heated water
**Peanut Butter or other Nut Butters** - One of the “richest” foods for survival
**Nuts, Seeds** - Fat dense
**Honey** - A natural sweetener with extended shelf life
**Preserves, Jellies, Jams, etc.**
**Vitamins** - All the more important to get essential nutrients in such times
**Apple Cider Vinegar** - Multipurpose
**Baking Soda** - Multipurpose
**Flour, Wheat or Other** - If can cook with it
**Canned & Dehydrated Meats** - Tuna, Salmon, Chicken, Beef, Fish, etc.
**Oils, Olive Oil, Canola Oil, etc** - For cooking, and for fat content
**Dried Rice** - Very practical, but need a source to heat it in water
**Dried Pasta** - Very practical, but need source to heat in water

**Water-Added Dried Foods: Mashed Potatoes, Potato Flakes, AuGratin, Etc.** - similar foods as these are dried and just need water

**Plant Protein Powders** - Available online and at health or vitamin stores

**Protein Bars**

**Protein Drinks** - Available in powdered form

**Vegetable powder** - To help make up for loss of vegetable sources

**Canned Fruit** - Can opener

**Canned Vegetables** - Can opener

**Canned Soups** - Needs can opener and a heat source

**Cereals (Shredded Wheat, Corn, Rice, etc.)**

**Spices and herbs**

**Crackers, Chips, Matzah, etc.**

**Comfort food** – Is recommended – not for survival, but comfort in such times

*NOTE: Since some of the above requires a heating source/element, see Prep Sheet on Energy, Power, Heat, and Light

*NOTE: Some use an alternate or supplemental approach – planting food, garden, sprouting, etc. Of course this is not as practical for all.

*NOTE: On Prepared Packaged Emergency Foods – Many companies can be found that provide prepared packaged emergency foods, in packets, contained in buckets – Some do so for as low as $1 for 265 calories. Many offer wide varieties of food – and shelf life of around 20 years.

* NOTE & DISCLAIMER– This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritative, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined—and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved.
In major emergencies and calamities, energy and power sources can fail. This affects several critical areas of life – the use of electricity and anything dependent on electricity, heating, cooling, light, etc. The following is to help in these areas:

**ENERGY AND POWER**

**Generators** - Emergency generators can be installed or on hand to give temporary or alternate energy and power in the event of power outages. These may exist in portable or permanent/installed form. Some are built to go on automatically when regular power ceases.

**Fuel Powered Generators** - These include gasoline powered generators, natural gas powered, propane powered, etc. For these to work, one must have a source of these fuels, or/and be able to store these in safe containers.

**Large Batteries, Electric Generators, & Chargers** - Large batteries/generators are available – Which can be kept charged before a calamity—and then provide electrical energy in a time of power loss. These can often power things like lighting, low wattage appliances (low wattage microwaves, etc.) and of course have a limited time before running out, unless by other means can recharge.

**Batteries/Chargers, Generators with Alternate Sources of Power** - This is the same as above—but with alternate ways to restore power. Many have capability to be recharged with Solar energy—through attached Solar Panel—through manual power—Hand or Foot Cranks—or recharge from electrical sources.

**Permanent Solar Panels & Batteries** - Permanently installed solar panels placed outside/on rooftops—feeding to batteries—can provide more power to an emergency system because of large potential of solar panel space.

**Emergency Appliances with Alternate Energy Sources** - Some emergency appliances (such as radios, lights, etc.) are made to be powered by alternate energy sources – solar, manual crank, house electrical, other electrical.

**LIGHTING** - One of the critical consequences of power loss that can be more easily remedied is the loss of lighting. Here are some ways of compensating:
**Flashlights** - Have flashlights ready – and with batteries – LED flashlights work on low energy and last long

**Solar Flashlights** - made to be powered – recharged by sunlight

**Motion Powered Flashlights** - Other flashlights are powered by shaking

**Other Lighting** - Other lights can be powered by the generator and energy sources mentioned above

**LED & Other Energy Saving Bulbs** - Use and have in storage, LED or other energy saving bulbs, not just for financial savings, but these run on a fraction of the energy needed for regular lighting and last longer

**HEAT** – Perhaps the most critical consequence of power loss for people living in colder climates is the loss of heat. The human body can only take heat loss for a short time, before shutting down—but there are easy ways of avoiding this.

**Layered Clothing** - Effective against cold by trapping heat between the layers

**Thermal Clothing, & Warm Hats & Socks** - Thermal clothing, or underwear that keeps heat in and the body dry is ideal. Hats & Socks prevent large amounts of heat from escaping the body

**Space Blankets** – Space blankets are widely available—the cheapest available for a few dollars or less—metallic, foil-like blankets retaining 80-90% of body heat

**Sleeping Bags & Thick or Layered Blankets** - Ideal for sleeping in cold conditions

**Low Watt Electric Blankets** which can be used with one of the generators above

**COOKING & OTHER HEATING**

**Low Watt Microwaves** that can be used with the above power sources

**Solar Ovens** that consist of reflective metal – or foldable foil like panels can cook food simply with sunlight

**Low Watt Plug-in Pans** - Cooking surfaces that can be used with above sources

**Other Fuel Sources** - Wood, Propane, Pellets, etc. used according to safety instructions.

*NOTE & DISCLAIMER* – This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritative, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined —and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved.
Massive financial collapses and economic collapses affect virtually everyone’s life. Other calamities, natural disasters, manmade disasters, may not only cause or worsen financial and economic collapses, but create other challenges as well.

This sheet will concern financial and economic issues:

**FINANCIAL** - Disclaimer: We are not financial advisors and are just sharing some possibilities, to be aware of – These are not recommendations, but things that should or can be taken into consideration. The disclaimer below applies fully to any comments here regarding finances – The reader takes full responsibility to check out, verify, assess, & decide the best course of action.

**MOST IMPORTANT: THE LORD** - Seek and be led by the Lord—and most important, the safest thing we can do with our money is to give to the Lord. Keep your accounts with Him right. These are stored up where nothing can touch them. That is the only secure investment—He promises to bless us back, far more.

**Safety & Wisdom** - It is wise to go for safety in such times. It is wise not to be overextended—as in debt, etc. And to simplify, reduce one’s needs.

**The Stock Market** - In the case of a financial collapse, the stock market is generally not the best place in which to have one’s funds. Many funds, including pensions, are linked to the stock market without most pensioners knowing. The Bond Market has, at times, provided a counterbalance to the stock market, but the two have also collapsed at the same time in specific years of the Shemitah. In times of financial upheaval or collapse, it’s generally wise to go for safety over risk.

**Banks & Cash** - In times of great financial upheaval, banks can be shut down for extended periods of time—thus it can be wise keep a store of useable cash at home. In addition, only a certain amount of funds kept in any one bank are government insured, and such insurances can also fail in extreme times. Credit card systems can also be compromised or nullified by extreme collapses or disasters.

It is thus wise to make sure to have a good store of cash on hand—and a good amount in small bills. This cash can always be redeposited to the bank if nothing happens in a certain period of time.
**Fixed Annuities, Insurance** - Some recommend fixed annuities, linked to life insurance as a safer investment than others.

**Precious Metals** - Some recommend investing in precious metals—gold and silver can retain or gain value if the dollar loses value (inflation)—but deflation can have the opposite effect. Thus it is hard to say exactly what will happen with such commodities. Though they have helped against instability in currencies and can provide a counterbalance, hedge against the dollar. Some recommend silver as it holds not only financial use to economic systems, but practical.

**Other Currencies** - If the dollar crashes, it’s possible that some other currencies may hold value or gain—but the key would be to know which ones. And many currencies are tied to the dollar or to economies tied to the dollar.

**Reverse Investing** - There are those who invest *against* the stock market, which can gain if the stock market goes down. The gain or risk is inverse to the market.

*With the financial realm and all realms, most important to pray. seek, & be led by the Lord’s leading*

* NOTE & DISCLAIMER*— This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritiate, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined—and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved
COMPUTER & DATA BACK UP - Calamities can disable or depower computers, iPads, iPods, and many other “smart” devices—wipe out data, end communication, etc. Some keys that can help: Back up your computers and computer-based devices regularly—an external hard drive, flash drive, disk, etc.

Make Hard Copies of Most Important eDocuments & Files - Print & safeguard

Make Soft Copies of Most Important Hard Documents - Scan/Save

Make Hard & Soft Copies of Most Important Info (Accounts, passwords, etc.)

Write Down Important Information - Important telephone numbers, police, fire, paramedics, medical centers, insurance, power and water companies, bank, etc.

COMPUTER & DEVICE FUNCTIONING - Power overloads and calamities such as EMPs can disable devices, and wipe data clean. Some potential ways of helping:

Metal Containers - A homemade recommendation that could help in protection from radiation or EMP wipe out of data – involves using metal containers or garbage cans, inside which are heavy-duty aluminum foil-lined cardboard boxes.

Faraday Bags (Soft Metallic Containers) - “Faraday” bags are available online – aluminum foil like bags, containers in which one may place iPhones, iPads, hard drives, flash drives, etc. Anything that contains data information.

Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil - are used by some as an inexpensive alternate to line containers or wrap the actual devices

Surge Protectors - Data or computer damage can also be caused by power surges. Surge protectors and surge resistant power strips are widely available

COMMUNICATION - In the midst of a major calamity, communication can be cut off, internet down, cellular service down, regular broadcasting down, etc. One potential help for getting information:
**Radio – Shortwave & Emergency Stations:** Shortwave radio receives signals from around the world. These are available with alternate power sources such as solar, hand crank, battery & electrical recharge.

**IN ALL PREPARATIONS**

Prepare not just to help yourself, but to help and bless others as a light to the world

**MOST IMPORTANT PREPARATION:**

Make sure your Life is right with God

Whatever should not be in your life, with God’s power, get it out

Whatever should be in your life but is not, commit and consecrate yourself to it

Commit to growing stronger in Daily Prayer and time with God

Commit to growing stronger in Daily Time in the Word of God

Commit to following His will each day, more than ever

Commit to becoming bold in spreading the Gospel to all who need to hear it

Commit to living as a true Disciple, all out, on fire, single-minded, total—to become the person God made you to be

Pray for revival, ready yourself for revival, and live in revival now

*NOTE & DISCLAIMER*—This sheet is just a guide to give keys to help as best we can – gathered from various sources (concerning which and concerning the facts therein we are in no position to verify) – It is not to be taken as authoritative, exhaustive, or complete, or containing every detail needed even concerning the steps or facts outlined—and there could be errors. The reader takes full responsibility to investigate, verify, check all information for his or herself, and proceed accordingly and is responsible for the results and any risk or consequence involved